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Captain Jack Sparrow is a fictional character in the Pirates of the Caribbean film series. The character was
created by screenwriters Ted Elliott and Terry Rossio, and is portrayed by Johnny Depp.
Jack Sparrow - Wikipedia
Captain Jack Sparrow is the protagonist of the series, portrayed by Johnny Depp. First introduced in the film
Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl (2003), he later appears in the sequels Dead Man's
Chest (2006), At World's End (2007), On Stranger Tides (2011), and Dead Men Tell No Tales (2017).
List of Pirates of the Caribbean characters - Wikipedia
Enredo. Jack Sparrow estÃ¡ a procura da lendÃ¡ria Fonte da Juventude, porÃ©m se encontra sem navio ou
tripulaÃ§Ã£o (novamente). Os espanhÃ³is tambÃ©m estÃ£o a procura da Fonte, porÃ©m, foi por causa de
um diÃ¡rio de Ponce de Leon, que falava da Fonte.
Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides â€“ WikipÃ©dia, a
Esta pÃ¡gina ou secÃ§Ã£o precisa de correÃ§Ã£o ortogrÃ¡fico-gramatical. Pode conter incorreÃ§Ãµes
textuais, e ainda pode necessitar de melhoria em termos de vocabulÃ¡rio ou coesÃ£o, para atingir um nÃ-vel
de qualidade superior conforme o livro de estilo da WikipÃ©dia.
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